GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 002

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE-GRAY

HAIR COLOUR: LIGHT BROWN

HAIR TYPE: SLIGHT WAVE

COMPLEXION: FAIR, BUT TANS EASILY

HEIGHT: 6'0"

WEIGHT: 175 LBS

BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN (BRITISH & IRISH)

RELIGION: CATHOLIC

CHILDREN: 2

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: RYERSON BUSINESS

OCCUPATION: SELF-EMPLOYED

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: BASEBALL, HIKING
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 008

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE-GREEN

HAIR COLOUR: RED BLONDE

HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 5'7"

WEIGHT: 155 LBS

BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: BRITISH/UKRAINIAN

CHILDREN: 2

RELIGION: CATHOLIC

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, FINANCE

OCCUPATION: BANKER

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: TENNIS, SWIMMING
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 010

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE TO HAZEL

HAIR COLOUR: DARK BLONDE

HAIR TYPE: SLIGHTLY WAVY

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 6'2"

WEIGHT: 190 LBS

BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN-BRITISH ISLES

RELIGION: PROTESTANT

CHILDREN: 2

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, BUSINESS

OCCUPATION: EXECUTIVE

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: GOLFING, TENNIS, TRAVEL
THIS DONOR LOOKS VERY SIMILAR TO A FORMER DONOR, #007

HISTORY
Cycling, Woodworking, Target Shooting, Avitation, World War II
Extra Curricular Activities and Interests: Swimming, Running

Occupation: Tool & Dye Specialist

Education and Degrees: 3 Years Reserves, Technical College

Children: 2

Religion: Anglican

Nationality/Ethnic Background: Canadian/British

Body Build: Mesomorphic

Weight: 178 lbs

Height: 5'10"

Complexion: Fair to Medium (Tans Easily)

Hair Type: (Thick, Straight etc) Thick, Straight

Hair Colour: Blonde

Eye Colour: Blue

Blood Group & Type: O Positive

Donor Code: 048

Donor Profile

Gamete Services, Inc.
DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 011

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: A POSITIVE
EYE COLOUR: BROWN
HAIR COLOUR: BROWN
HAIR TYPE: WAVY
COMPLEXION: FAIR
HEIGHT: 5'10"
WEIGHT: 170 LBS
BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH
NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: ITALIAN
RELIGION: CATHOLIC
CHILDREN: 2
EDUCATION AND DEGREES: POST SECONDARY COLLEGE DEGREE
OCCUPATION: MANAGEMENT
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: WEIGHT LIFTING
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 014

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BROWN

HAIR COLOUR: BROWN

HAIR TYPE: WAVY

COMPLEXION: MEDIUM

HEIGHT: 5'8"

WEIGHT: 150 LBS

BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: ITALIAN

RELIGION: CATHOLIC

CHILDREN: 4

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: POST SECONDARY COLLEGE DEGREE

OCCUPATION: MANAGEMENT

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: LITERATURE, CARPENTRY
DONOR CODE: 017

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: AB POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE

HAIR COLOUR: STRAWBERRY BLONDE

HAIR TYPE: THICK, WAVY

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 6'2"

WEIGHT: 175 LBS

BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: BRITISH/SCOTTISH CANADIAN

RELIGION: PROTESTANT

CHILDREN: 2

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: HONOURS B.A., LAW

OCCUPATION: LAWYER

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: MARATHONS, TENNIS, SOCCER
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 021

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE

HAIR COLOUR: DARK BROWN

HAIR TYPE: WAVY

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 6'2"

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: BRITISH/GERMAN

RELIGION: PROTESTANT

CHILDREN: 3

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, Ph. D. FORENSIC SCIENCE, LAW

OCCUPATION: CRIMINAL LAWYER

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: JOGGING, SKIING
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 031

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BROWN

HAIR COLOUR: BROWN

HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT

COMPLEXION: MEDIUM

HEIGHT: 5'11"

WEIGHT: 160 LBS

BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: BRITISH

RELIGION: PROTESTANT

CHILDREN: 2

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: Ryerson Business Degree

OCCUPATION: SELF-EMPLOYED

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: SPORTS, TRAVEL
DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 032

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: A POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BROWN

HAIR COLOUR: BROWN

HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT

COMPLEXION: FAIR BUT TANS

HEIGHT: 6'0"

WEIGHT: 175 LBS

BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: FRENCH

RELIGION: CATHOLIC

CHILDREN: 2

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, COMPUTERS

OCCUPATION: DATE BASE ADMINISTRATOR

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: SQUASH, VOLLEYBALL, COMPUTERS
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 035

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE

HAIR COLOUR: DARK BROWN

HAIR TYPE: WAVY

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 6'4"

WEIGHT: 220 LBS

BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: BRITISH ISLES (CANADIAN)

RELIGION: CATHOLIC

CHILDREN: 3

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, ENGINEERING, M.B.A.

OCCUPATION: ENGINEER

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: GOLF, TENNIS, BASKETBALL, CARPENTRY, ELECTRONICS
DONOR CODE: 036

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O NEGATIVE
EYE COLOUR: HAZEL
HAIR COLOUR: LIGHT BROWN
HAIR TYPE: WAVY
COMPLEXION: FAIR
HEIGHT: 6'0"
WEIGHT: 190 LBS
BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH
NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN/WASP
RELIGION: PROTESTANT
CHILDREN: 2
EDUCATION AND DEGREES: B. Sc., HISTORY
OCCUPATION: EXECUTIVE, SALES
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: COMPUTERS, GOLF, CHILDREN
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 038

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O NEGATIVE

EYE COLOUR: BROWN

HAIR COLOUR: DARK BROWN

HAIR TYPE: WAVY

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 5’10"

WEIGHT: 165 LBS

BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: FRENCH CANADIAN

RELIGION: CATHOLIC

CHILDREN: 2

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: B. Sc., ENGINEERING, M.B.A.

OCCUPATION: EXECUTIVE

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: CYCLING, TRAVEL, READING

TAY-SACHS TEST NEGATIVE
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 039

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: AB POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE

HAIR COLOUR: DARK BLONDE

HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 6'1"

WEIGHT: 170 LBS

BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN GERMAN

RELIGION: PROTESTANT

CHILDREN: 4

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY

OCCUPATION: EXECUTIVE MANAGER MICRO-PROCESSING FIRM

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: ATHLETICS, SPORTS, CHILDREN.
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 041

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: AB NEGATIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE

HAIR COLOUR: BLONDE

HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 6'2"

WEIGHT: 175 LBS

BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN-IRISH

RELIGION: CATHOLIC

CHILDREN: 2

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, FINANCE DEGREE

OCCUPATION: STOCKBROKER, FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: TENNIS, JOGGING, SQUASH
DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 043

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: A POSITIVE
EYE COLOUR: DARK HAZEL TO LIGHT BROWN
HAIR COLOUR: DARK BROWN
HAIR TYPE: WAVY
COMPLEXION: FAIR BUT EASILY TANS
HEIGHT: 6'1"
WEIGHT: 185 LBS
BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH
NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: BRITISH CANADIAN
RELIGION: PROTESTANT
CHILDREN: 3
EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, M.B.A.
OCCUPATION: COMPUTER SPECIALIST
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: ART, LITERATURE, SPORTS
DONOR CODE: 044

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE
EYE COLOUR: BLUE
HAIR COLOUR: BLONDE
HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT, THICK
COMPLEXION: FAIR
HEIGHT: 6'0"
WEIGHT: 175 LBS
BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH
NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN
RELIGION: NO PARTICULAR RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION

CHILDREN: 2
EDUCATION AND DEGREES: VISUAL ARTS AND COMMUNICATIONS (OCA)
OCCUPATION: COMMERCIAL/GRAPHIC ARTIST
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: MOUNTAIN CLIMBING,
CYCLING, WEIGHT TRAINING, ART STUDIES, MUSEUMS.
DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 045

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE
EYE COLOUR: BLUE
HAIR COLOUR: BLONDE
HAIR TYPE: THICK, WAVY
COMPLEXION: FAIR
HEIGHT: 6'2"
WEIGHT: 190 LBS
BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH
NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: BRITISH CANADIAN
RELIGION: PROTESTANT
CHILDREN: 3

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, FINANCE AND BUSINESS

OCCUPATION: CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: CHILDREN, HIKING, BICYCLING, LITERATURE, THEATRE

KARYOTYPE STUDY PERFORMED AND IS NORMAL
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR: 046

BLOOD: O POSITIVE
EYE COLOUR: HAZEL
HAIR COLOUR: DARK BROWN
HAIR TYPE: WAVY
COMPLEXION: FAIR
PIGMENT: TANS EASILY
HEIGHT: 6'0"
WEIGHT: 180 LBS
NATIONALITY: JEWISH (OF ROMANIAN DESCENT)

CHILDREN: 2
RELIGION: HEBREW
EDUCATION: COLLEGE
OCCUPATION: BUSINESS

INTERESTS: READING, OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES, FISHING, GOLFING, TRAVEL, ATHLETICS, EXERCISING.
DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 047

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: PENDING

EYE COLOUR: HAZEL

HAIR COLOUR: LIGHT BROWN

HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 5'9"

WEIGHT: 160 LBS

BODYTYPE: MESOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: WELSH/British

CHILDREN: 2

RELIGION: ROMAN CATHOLIC

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & ACCOUNTING

OCCUPATION: MANAGEMENT

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: CYCLING AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES, WEEKENDS AT THE COTTAGE
DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 049

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: A POSITIVE
EYE COLOUR: HAZEL
HAIR COLOUR: BROWN
HAIR TYPE: WAVY
COMPLEXION: FAIR
HEIGHT: 5'11"
WEIGHT: 180 LBS
BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH
NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN
RELIGION: PROTESTANT
CHILDREN: 2
EDUCATION AND DEGREES: ACCOUNTING
OCCUPATION: SELF-EMPLOYED IN BUSINESS
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: TENNIS, SKIING, RUNNING, READING, RENOVATIONS, TRAVEL, GARDENING.
AVAILBLE MAY 1994

GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 050

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE

HAIR COLOUR: BLONDE

HAIR TYPE: WAVY, THICK

COMPLEXION: FAIR TO MEDIUM, TANS EASILY

HEIGHT: 6'2"

WEIGHT: 197 LBS

BODY BUILD: ECTOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN/SCOTTISH

RELIGION: PRESBYTERIAN

CHILDREN: 2

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, B. A.

OCCUPATION: BUSINESS EXECUTIVE

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: CHILDREN, CYCLING,

TENNIS, RACQUETBALL, THEATRE, ART, MUSIC, AND TRAVELLING.

very very attractive!
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 051-KIN
BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O NEGATIVE
EYE COLOUR: HAZEL TO LIGHT BROWN
HAIR COLOUR: LIGHT BROWN
HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT
COMPLEXION: FAIR, HOWEVER TANS EASILY
HEIGHT: 6'1
WEIGHT: 200 LBS
BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH
NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: BRITISH/SCOTTISH, CDN & US CITIZEN
RELIGION: UNITED
CHILDREN: 2
EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, BUSINESS
OCCUPATION: COMPANY CO-OWNER; HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS:"COTTAGE LIFE" (SKIING, BOATING, SKI-DOOING) BASEBALL, FOOTBALL, ELECTRONICS, LITTLE LEAGUE COACHING.
GAMETE SERVICES, INC.

DONOR PROFILE

DONOR CODE: 025

BLOOD GROUP & TYPE: O POSITIVE

EYE COLOUR: BLUE

HAIR COLOUR: BLONDE

HAIR TYPE: STRAIGHT

COMPLEXION: FAIR

HEIGHT: 5'11"

WEIGHT: 185 LBS

BODY BUILD: MESOMORPH

NATIONALITY/ETHNIC BACKGROUND: CANADIAN (SCOTTISH & BRITISH)

RELIGION: PROTESTANT

CHILDREN: 3

EDUCATION AND DEGREES: UNIVERSITY, B. Sc.

OCCUPATION: BUSINESS EXECUTIVE

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS: CAMPING, HOCKEY, COACHING